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  A Toronto condo owner and condo rental investor who was unhappy with a rental income decrease in
spite of crazy rental prices wanted to make a maintenance fee level that was justified and controllable.
She found a very natural solution for maintenance fee decrease. 
  As a new investor and owner of a condo in Toronto, Natalia Goryacheva was surprised with the
continuously growing annual maintenance fee of 4-8%, making a Condo Net Rental Income comparable
with a bank deposit. Owninga rental property in a condo building meant that owner needed to transfer
the incthe increase of the maintenance fee to the tenant. Otherwise, the return became lower and lower year
by year.Natalia looked for the answers for a lot of arising questions related to some Condo projects like
“garage waterproofing” that was assessed for $1,000,000 by one contractor and $135,000 by another
one, related to a Condo Board president that served the Board for a few years without owning
any condo in condominium. 

A Unique Solution That Will Decrease
Condo Maintenance Fees
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What should users expect from our Business Intelligence Solution:

as one solution that must change the market to be transparent, 
competitive and to make Condo life much more enjoyable!

CondoBI Canada just launched 4 websites:

  The company's mission is to help Condo Owners get the best-rated Contractors for the best
prices for their Condos regular services and projects, Condo service providers can also grow their
business by advertising their services with  www.condo-fairtender.ca, www.condo-benchmarking.ca
and www.condo-social.ca. 
  Finally, www.condobi.ca/news provides several insights to understand the Condo market trends. 

  As a result, owners and potential condo investors should expect equilibrium market prices for condo
services due to increased competition, improved quality of services, and decreased service prices. 
And condo maintenance fees should go down naturally. Taking into account the fact that the average
maintenance fees in Ontario is about 77 % higher than in Quebec there are a lot of space for
improvements!

- to generate some comparable information on maintenance fees in similar/different
buildings to help Condo Boards, owners and property managers to implement best
practices, improve cost efficiency, and raise the quality of Condo life for condo
owners and tenants.
- to open communication channels between condo owners within the same building
and between owners of different buildings. And the same for Condo Directors. 
SuSuch channels will allow private and public discussion of condo problems and
opportunities. 
- to connect Condo Service Providers with condo owners, Boards and managers
to save people’s time and such connection should provide the best prices and the
best quality of Condo services.

  All of these problems inspired Natalia. Helped by Thierry Pires, her business partner, and 2 web
agencies, they developed a solution to reach the following goals:
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